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Beginnings
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PROLOGUE

HER NAME WAS SUSAN. AT LEAST I THINK IT WAS SUSAN — 

this was, after all, 1977, way, way in the past. I was 16, a western 

Sydney kid in the standard uniform of Miller western shirt and 

desert boots. Grey Levis. Straggly hair. I had just one claim to 

cool — an expanding collection of Bob Dylan albums. Apart 

from that, you could safely fi le me under typical suburban dag, 

lacking in style, worldliness and anything resembling a clue.

Living in the ’burbs back then was tough enough, but Susan — 

I’m sure it was Susan, the more I think about it — decided, 

inadvertently, to complicate my teenage life. And it was all the 

fault of the Gibb brothers. Let me be perfectly clear: I was an 

old school Bee Gees fan. I had been raised on their classic 1960s 

hits and such later fare as ‘Lonely Days’ and ‘Mr Natural’ and 

I loved them all, equally. But lately, things had changed for the 

Bee Gees. And I was a bit uneasy with the shift.

I may have been a callow kid, but I did know one cold, hard 

fact: disco sucked. I had a T-shirt stating just that, which I’d wear 

like a badge of honour to all the usual school dances and under-

age gigs — where, of course, disco music featured prominently. 

And why did disco suck? In my mind, it was probably as 

much to do with the look as the music — what suburban kid 

wanted to risk strutting around in a body shirt, open to the 

waist, teamed with nut-crunching trousers, gold chains and 

platform shoes, risking physical harm and endless ridicule? 
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We wore jeans. We wore boots. We played footy. We listened to 

rock’n’roll.

Disco sucked, OK?

Anyway, none of this mattered to Susan. We were currently 

at the ‘getting familiar’ stage of our relationship. As these 

relationships would usually run their course after around a 

month, we must have been about a week in, the point where 

I’d do anything, hopefully, to rid myself of my damned virginity. 

Well, nearly anything.

Susan’s birthday was a few days away.

‘What would you like?’ I asked her, as I fumbled with jean 

button and/or bra strap, perhaps both.

‘Well, you know,’ she said, sitting up, ‘I’d really like a copy of 

the Saturday Night Fever album.’

Shit. Really?
I stopped doing what I was attempting to do. Of all the 

albums, all the freaking soundtracks, why this one? Not Neil 

Young or Bob Dylan or Lou Reed or Bowie — no, no, no — not 

even the Angels or Dragon, bands I could have coped with. Nope. 

My object of desire wanted a disco record. And not any disco 

record; this was the biggest disco statement this side of John 

Travolta. Bigger than his fl ares. Bigger than a mirror ball. Huge. 

Unavoidable. Everywhere. But not anywhere near me, thanks all 

the same.

So what to do? My mind started ticking over. If I didn’t cough 

up the cash (which, fortunately, was one problem I didn’t have 

because I had a job), I had no hope of closing the deal with my 

girlfriend du jour. But if I did buy the record — or, worse still, was 

spotted by anyone in the act of buying the record — the ridicule 

would be long, painful and endless. Soul destroying public 

humiliation. A disco record? What was I, a traitor to rock’n’roll?

All this hung heavily on my mind as I loitered like a stalker 
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outside my local record store. To buy or not to buy? She did seem 

awfully enthusiastic about the record, I thought, and who knows 

what kind of carnal mayhem buying it might bring on.

Suddenly, a brainwave. 

Twenty minutes later, after doing several laps of the store, 

pausing a few times at the soundtrack section before fi nally 

making my move, I walked back into the sunshine. The two 

black vinyl platters that comprised the Saturday Night Fever 
soundtrack were tucked under my arm. Inside a brown paper 

bag. Perfect.

What did I know at 16? Not much, as it turned out. For one 

thing, buying the record didn’t get me laid. For another, the 

music on the album, especially the dazzling collection of Bee 

Gees songs, either crooned by the group or written for others — 

‘Jive Talkin’, ‘You Should Be Dancing’ and the rest of them — 

were as good as any songs created in an era that doesn’t get 

its just musical dues. (I blame the body shirts and the perms; 

that shit hasn’t aged very well.) But the Bee Gees’ songs were 

amazing, and they also marked a stunning career turnaround for 

the three singing siblings.

In the early 1970s, before Saturday Night Fever, the Gibbs 

were as good as done, just another bunch of faded, jaded former 

pop stars, playing any gigs that came their way and cutting good 

records that were universally ignored. Yet by the mid-to-late 

1970s they were kings of the world — for the second time, 

having already risen to the top with some exquisite pop in the 

1960s. Who else could say that? To make it to the top once was 

almost beyond belief — but twice? Not a chance.

Fast forward 30-odd years and my two kids are watching the 

animated fl ick Despicable Me. Towards the end of a movie that 
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provided me with as many laughs as my kids, there’s a scene 

where villain-turned-nice-guy Gru is invited onto the dance fl oor 

to bust a move. He shakes his head: No, not me. His minions 

and others insist, but he resists, just as I did time and time 

again during my uncomfortable teens. So what song is it that 

eventually pulls Gru onto the fl oor — and unleashes his inner 

Travolta? The Bee Gees’ ‘You Should Be Dancing’, of course. And 

whose music do you think my kids insist on adding to their iPods, 

even before the fi nal credits roll? Come on, who do you think? 

Flares and body shirts have aged badly, but great music 

never dies.
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CHAPTER ONE

HUGH GIBB WASN’T DESTINED TO BE A POP STAR. FOR ONE 

thing, he was born out of time and place, in working-class 

Manchester, England, on 15 January 1916, the third child of 

seven born to Hugh and Edith Gibb (nee Yardley). The stars of 

Hugh’s younger years were Americans Glenn Miller and Jimmy 

Dorsey, big band leaders, grown-up entertainers. And crooner 

Frank Sinatra, of course, who was about as close to a pop star — 

at least in terms of teen appeal — as the era produced. Hugh, 

however, had music in his blood but was too humble a character 

to hog the spotlight, unlike the four sons he would father. 

The mild-mannered Hugh Gibb was a misfit, the family 

oddball who wasn’t especially interested in pursuing a regular, 

responsible job, despite the urging of the rest of his clan. All Hugh 

ever wanted to do was to play the drums, while his siblings took 

‘sensible’ jobs: older brother William was an engineering clerk; 

sister Hilda, eight years older than Hugh, worked as a typist.

While Hitler’s war machine was goose-stepping all over 

Europe, the Hughie Gibb Orchestra, with Hugh keeping the 

beat, made a reasonable living playing the Mecca ballroom 

circuit in the north of England. Sometimes they’d cross the 

border into Scotland, where Hugh’s father (also named Hugh) 

had been born in 1892. 

Hugh’s role as an entertainer excluded him from active 

service, although he did voluntary work in Metro’s Gun Shop, 
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a supplier of searchlights for the war effort. And as his son 

Maurice would say, Hugh ‘did the soundtrack to World War II’ 

in various ballrooms and theatres. As far as his audience (and 

the government) was concerned, Hugh and the orchestra were 

providing an essential service, a necessary escape from the sense 

of doom that lingered like a big black cloud over the UK in the 

early years of World War II. Every night, the audience, heavy with 

servicemen and women, danced and fl irted and cut loose as if 

it was their last night on earth, which was a horrible possibility. 

Still, Hugh’s family lived in hope that one day he might get smart 

and fi nd a proper job, punch the clock. Musicians were one step 

up from vagabonds and gypsies in the eyes of the steady-as-you-

go Gibbs.

Hugh didn’t especially care. One night in 1941, when he 

and the orchestra were playing yet another gig in Manchester, 

he spotted a striking woman on the dance fl oor, amidst a sea of 

fl edgling jivers and jitterbuggers and the odd stuffy ballroom 

dancer. Her name, as Hugh would learn, was Barbara May Pass. 

She was 20; Hugh was 25. 

Hugh might not have been the most handsome man in 

England — his hairline was retreating, ever so slightly, even 

then — but he was a fast mover, and in the break between songs 

he nudged a member of the orchestra. ‘Here, you take over,’ 

Hugh said, pointing to his drum kit. The substitute stepped in 

for a couple of tunes as Hugh made a beeline for Barbara on the 

dance fl oor.

That night, Hugh and Barbara found out they had a strong 

musical connection. Barbara was a singer in another local dance 

hall band; she’d taken a night off from performing to check out 

the Hughie Gibb Orchestra. The stars aligned and a romance 

formed, even though it took three more years before they were 

married, on 27 May 1944. In Manchester, of course.
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A daughter, Lesley Barbara Gibb, was born on 12 January 

1945.

With the war at an end, the peripatetic stage of the Gibb 

family life began. Hugh and his growing family shifted wherever 

the life of a jobbing muso took him. First there was a move to 

Edinburgh, where the work was heating up. One night, they 

played to a couple named Gray, the future in-laws of their yet-

unborn son, Barry. Then came a move back to Manchester, where 

the family of three lived for a time with Barbara’s mother, Nora.

Baby Lesley was barely 18 months old when Barry Alan 

Crompton Gibb was born, on 1 September 1946 at the Jane 

Crookall Maternity Home in Douglas on the Isle of Man in 

the Irish Sea. The Gibbs had relocated once again; they were 

now living on the Isle, settling in the capital Douglas, where 

Hughie held down residencies at the Douglas Bay Hotel and the 

Hotel Alexandra. With a population of barely 20,000, Douglas 

was a world away from the bustling manufacturing centre of 

Manchester, where the Avro Lancaster aircraft had been churned 

out in serious quantities during the war, even as the Luftwaffe’s 

bombs battered the city. Douglas by comparison was sleepy, 

provincial.

That didn’t necessarily mean that life in the Gibb family 

home was dull. Hugh had a tendency to bring his work home 

with him, in the form of 78-RPM records, which he’d play 

endlessly on the family stereogram. Hugh’s music worked its way 

into baby Barry’s DNA, as it would his twin brothers soon after.  

Among the platters that mattered to Hugh were those of 

Bing Crosby, the era’s No.1 crooner, whose 1942 recording of 

‘White Christmas’ remains the biggest-selling ‘single’ of all time. 

Hugh admired Bing’s creamy G-rated ballads, his cardigans, his 

pipe — his all-round, silky-smooth ‘Bing-ness’. Hugh would also 

play the massively popular recordings of his old favourite, swing 
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bandleader Glenn Miller — ‘Chattanooga Choo Choo’, ‘Tuxedo 

Junction’, ‘Pennsylvania 6-5000’ and the rest of them — until 

the needle wore a groove in the shellac.

But there was another act much loved by Hugh that would, 

over time, have a huge infl uence on his musical offspring. The 

Mills Brothers comprised Herbert, Harry, Donald and John Mills 

Jr, from Piqua, Ohio. They honed their vocal chops in church, 

before establishing themselves as major recording stars in the 

1930s. They were the first African American performers to 

appear at a Royal Command Performance, when they harmonised 

for King George V and Queen Mary in 1934. Their popularity 

transcended race and nationality.  Sometimes known as the Four 

Kings of Harmony, the Mills boys hit it big with such solid gold 

smashes as 1931’s ‘Tiger Rag’ and 1932’s ‘Dinah’, which was 

recorded with — vive la coincidence — Bing Crosby. Over time, 

the Mills Brothers would sell some 50 million records, the kind 

of massive numbers that the Bee Gees would one day match, 

even surpass.

Hugh couldn’t get enough of the Mills siblings; he loved their 

harmonies, their golden voices — and their relentlessly polite 

on-stage personas. A smile never left the Mills brothers’ dials; it 

was as if they’d been born that way. As his own sons started to 

forge their musical career, Hugh would constantly remind them 

of the Mills Brothers and their willingness to please. ‘Smile,’ he’d 

tell his sons. ‘Even if it hurts.’ ‘I think Dad wanted us to be little 

white Mills brothers,’ Maurice Gibb would one day say with a 

laugh. It was pretty close to the truth.

On 22 December 1949, Barbara gave birth to twin boys. First 

to arrive was Robin Hugh, who was born at 3.15 a.m. Maurice 

Ernest arrived 35 minutes later. 
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A simple newspaper notice announced their arrival: ‘GIBB — 

December 22nd, to Barbara and Hugh Gibb, 50 St Catherine’s 

Drive, Douglas — twin sons. (Thanks to Dr McPherson and 

Sister Carine.)’

The twins’ personalities quickly became apparent: Maurice 

was the more extroverted and eager to please — a ‘goody goody’ 

in his own words — while Robin was quieter, more withdrawn, 

a little wary of others. When they could talk, Robin called his 

twin ‘Moggie’; Mo referred to Robin as ‘Bodding’. That was close 

enough. Like brother Barry, Bodding and Moggie both grew 

substantial sets of choppers.

Just as the hierarchy of the twins was established at birth, 

with the older Robin usually calling the shots, Barry immediately 

assumed his life-long role as boss of both boys, the archetypal 

older brother. Maurice would regularly joke that they always 

referred to themselves as triplets — ‘except something went 

wrong with Barry’. 

Barry’s slow development — he’d barely started speaking 

when the twins were born — may have been brought about 

by a domestic accident that happened when he was about 18 

months old. Home alone one day with Barbara, Barry tugged at a 

tablecloth until the contents of the tabletop, including a piping-

hot pot of tea, rained down on top of him. Barry was so badly 

scalded that when he was admitted to hospital, doctors gave him 

20 minutes to live. Barry was in a coma for some time and spent 

months recovering. 

Barbara believed this accident toughened Barry, made him 

strong, a character trait he’d retain for life. Barry Gibb was 

built to last; a survivor. Interestingly, Barry erased the entire 

experience from his memory, and whenever the subject was 

raised he’d defer to his mother. He didn’t remember a thing. Or 

perhaps he chose not to.
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Hugh, meanwhile, expanded his musical operations. He now 

ran a concession, hiring musicians to entertain passengers onboard 

Thistle, a tourist ferry that criss-crossed the harbour at the Isle of 

Man. Hugh didn’t collect a formal wage; instead he ‘passed the 

hat’ among the passengers, collecting tips. His offi cial job title 

was ‘bag man’. Money was tight for the Gibbs.

Hugh also continued to play with his band at the Isle’s Glen 

Helen Hotel. The setlist featured the usual hits of the day: ‘Sweet 

Georgia Brown’, ‘I’m In the Mood for Love’, Moonglow’. Family-

friendly entertainment.

Barry wasn’t the only Gibb to experience a serious childhood 

incident. The River Dhoo fl owed east towards Douglas through 

the central valley of the island before connecting with the River 

Glass and pouring out into the sea.

The river was a favourite place, both of the Gibbs and pretty 

much all the neighbourhood kids. Maurice was only a few years 

old when he and some other children trod warily over a pathway 

of stones linking the river’s banks. The family Pomeranian was 

fi rst to slip on the slimy rocks. Maurice immediately followed, 

falling straight into the drink. He was swept downstream, his 

one-piece ‘siren’ suit weighing him down. His head bobbed in 

the water, occasionally slipping below the surface. 

Unable to fi sh him out of the Dhoo, the others raced back to 

the Gibb house, shouting for Hugh, hysterical. ‘Dad,’ they yelled, 

breathless, ‘quick, Moggie’s in trouble.’

The Gibbs could see the Dhoo from their window; the river 

fl owed only six metres or so feet from the rear of their cottage. 

But it took some time to spot Maurice, who’d been carried 

around 100 metres downstream. Hugh raced into the water fully 
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clothed and pulled him out. It was a very close call. Maurice had 

been in serious danger of drowning.

Barry was barely fi ve when he was enrolled at the Braddan School 

in September 1951. But Barry and school were not a good fi t; 

most days he’d burst into tears at the slightest provocation. 

Maybe the bond with his mother was so strong that he just 

couldn’t deal with separation — perhaps he was just a bit of a 

sook. Barry was teased and taunted, picked on and pushed around. 

He was nicknamed Bubbles. Big sister Lesley, who also attended 

Braddan, was regularly forced to come to his defence — one 

time she even chased off a local girl who terrorised her brother. 

If he had had his way, Barry would have spent his time driving 

around the neighbourhood with Hugh, who’d taken on an extra 

job delivering bread for the local bakery, while Barbara was a 

cleaner at the Quarterbridge Hotel. Barry loved the smell of fresh 

bread, so much so that he sometimes sneaked into the back of 

the van without Hugh knowing and hollowed out a loaf or two, 

devouring the warm doughy interior and leaving the outer crust. 

More than a few islanders couldn’t work out what was going on 

with their daily bread. Did it always come with holes?

Music wasn’t the only distraction in the Gibb household. 

Christmas 1952 was especially festive, because Hugh managed 

to scrape together enough money to buy a TV set, the fi rst in the 

street. Their home fast became the local do-drop-in; seemingly 

every kid within walking distance gravitated to the Gibbs’ front 

room, staring wide-eyed at this new contraption.

TV was a cultural wasteland in the early 1950s, but that 
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hardly mattered. Barry, in particular, developed square eyes; he 

found it hard to drag himself away from the set. Flower Pot Men, 

an out-there kids show set in an anonymous backyard garden 

and featuring Little Weed and Bill and Ben the Flower Pot Men, 

was a particular fave.

When Barry was seven, in 1953, he watched a TV variety show. 

It wasn’t typical children’s fare, but there was one performer 

whom he watched, spellbound. He was a song and dance man, 

a relic of the old music hall days, who sang, did a little soft shoe 

shuffl e, got the audience laughing. Barry loved this performer, 

even if he didn’t catch his name. ‘That,’ he said to no one in 

particular, pointing at the screen, ‘is what I’d like to do.’

It was no surprise, really, given the background of his parents, 

and the music constantly playing in their home. Why wouldn’t 

he want to be an entertainer? When alone, Barry would sing to 

himself, strumming a tennis racquet, air-guitaring in time to the 

music he heard in his head. 

When not glued to the tube, Barry played a knife game called 

‘split the kipper’ — a lark described by one reliable source as 

requiring little more than ‘soft ground, stout shoes, a knife and 

large amounts of stupidity’. The aim of the game was to throw 

a knife so it stuck in the ground near your opponent’s feet, but 

Barry wasn’t especially skilled with the blade. He threw wildly, 

hitting a friend’s fi nger instead of the ground and almost severing 

his buddy’s digit. Barry decided to stick with air guitar.

Despite taking on all the work he could, Hugh found it almost 

impossible to make ends meet on the Isle of Man. When his 

contract at the Hotel Alexandra wasn’t renewed in 1955, the 

family agreed to return to the mainland, to Manchester. Lesley 

was ten, Barry nine, and the twins six. 
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Upon arrival, the family split by necessity, as they had no 

home. The twins, Lesley and Barbara moved in with Barbara’s 

sister. Barry and his father lived for a time with Hugh’s family. All 

the Gibbs then reunited at a boarding house at 161 Withington 

Road in Whalley Range, before settling at 51 Keppel Road in 

Chorlton. 

Manchester was cold; bitterly cold in winter, especially. They’d 

wake in the morning and turn on the taps to make tea, and fi nd 

that the water had frozen in the pipes. Getting out of bed was 

a struggle, let alone making it to school. Shorts were part of the 

boys’ school uniform and their legs would turn to ice during their 

brisk walk to Manley Park Junior School. 

Barry disliked Manley Park as much as he had school on the 

Isle of Man. But rather than cry away his problems, he now 

took a more pragmatic approach — he started skipping classes, 

sometimes entire days. He and Lesley would walk to the bus 

stop, watch the bus go by, and then return home and claim it had 

never arrived. The twins, meanwhile, found their own wayward 

niche: they became firebugs, junior pyromaniacs. Anything 

that looked vaguely flammable — paper, dry grass, wood, 

whatever — was fair game. 

One particularly lively afternoon, this time with big brother 

Barry along, Robin and Maurice lit a fi re behind a set of billboards 

and watched with both glee and fear as the whole lot caught 

ablaze. Thinking it best to make themselves scarce, the brothers 

headed off to the nearby baths for a swim, as the local fi re 

brigade and police tore past them, sirens wailing. After their 

swim, Barry, all innocence and light, asked a copper what was 

going on. ‘Some idiots lit a fi re,’ the offi cer replied, ‘but don’t 

worry, we’ll get ’em.’ Barry smirked, nudged Robin and Maurice, 

and scarpered to the safety of Keppel Road.

Duly inspired, Robin moved his fi rebuggery indoors, stashing 
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away leaves and twigs inside his coat and then sparking the lot 

up under his bed. When caught — the billowing smoke was 

pretty hard to miss — he’d blame his more innocent twin. 

‘Moggie did it!’

‘If I had been my parents,’ an adult Barry admitted, ‘I would 

have been pulling my hair out. And my father had little enough 

as it was.’

Before their pyromania got completely out of hand — and 

there had been a few questions posed by the local constabulary 

about the Gibb boys — the brothers found another, more 

lawful pastime: music. Barry’s air-guitaring days ended not 

long after moving back to the mainland, when he was given 

a very rudimentary guitar, his fi rst, a gift from Hugh that cost 

a whopping four quid. A neighbour taught Barry a few ‘open’ 

tunings, his fi rst real steps to a musical life. 

An early hero of Barry was Tommy Steele, a working-class 

hero, a vanilla replica of Elvis Presley. A solid-gold teen idol, 

Londoner Steele was everywhere in the late 1950s: on the 

pop charts, in movies and starring in West End musicals. The 

soundtrack to The Tommy Steele Story fi lm reached No.1. Barry 

was a huge fan.

At home on Keppel Road, the brothers discovered the simple 

joys of harmonising: it was as natural to them as lighting fi res. It 

may have been desperately cold, but they discovered that their 

parents’ bedroom had a great echo, pure reverb, almost as good 

as a recording studio.

Hugh was in the kitchen one afternoon when he heard voices 

coming from somewhere else in the house. He was confused. ‘I’m 

sure the radio isn’t on,’ he thought to himself. Hugh eventually 

traced the source of the music: Barry, Maurice and Robin were 

working on their harmonies in the bedroom. Hugh was impressed; 

from that day onwards, he decided pretty much on the spot, he’d 
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do whatever he could to further their musical careers. It had to 

be better than arson.

Singing was high on the curriculum at primary school. The 

Gibbs would belt out standards like ‘All Things Bright and 

Beautiful’ at school assembly, although the brothers were once 

banned from the choir because they improvised harmonies 

during the daily rendition of ‘God Save the Queen’. Some songs, 

they discovered, were sacrosanct. Not the most popular kids 

(Barry had been nicknamed ‘Smelly’ by some wags, hardly an 

improvement on Bubbles), the Gibb brothers would spend a lot 

of time lingering by the entrance to the school, swapping inside 

jokes, imitations — the Goons were big favourites — and singing. 

Always singing.

There were a couple of hit songs of the day that played key 

roles in their early musical development. Maurice — now ‘Mo’, 

no longer ‘Moggie’ — was especially excited by the Everly 

Brothers’ 1957 hit ‘Wake Up Little Susie’. 

‘That’s when I really felt the love,’ Maurice admitted. 

And there was a lot to love about the song: the harmonies, 

the indelible melody, a whiff of bad teen behaviour, and the 

fact these singing Americans were siblings. That was interesting. 

‘Susie’ was one song the brothers would sing repeatedly in their 

parents’ echo chamber of a bedroom.

Another big source of inspiration was ‘Lollipop’, a hit for 

British family band the Mudlarks — Jeff, Fred and Mary Mudd, 

no less — all the way from not-so-exotic Luton in Bedfordshire. 

’Lollipop’ was a hit in both America and the UK. While nowhere 

near as new or thrilling or sexually charged as the early rock 

recordings of Elvis Presley, Little Richard and their fellow 

trailblazers that were making waves across the western world, 

this doo-wop chestnut was hard to avoid. Again, it was the 

golden harmonies that got the Gibbs excited.
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‘The harmonies became instinctive for us,’ Barry would one 

day explain, ‘because we loved the oldies.’

The next logical step for the Gibbs was a public performance. 

Chorlton’s Gaumont Theatre, located at the corner of Manchester 

and Nicholas Roads, was like many other post-war entertainment 

venues, an opulent, neo-classical joint, with a 2000-plus capacity. 

Its centrepiece was a huge stage fi fteen metres wide and seven 

metres deep. In between screenings of the latest offerings of 

Abbott and Costello and the Three Stooges, or imported features 

such as 1956’s Smiley, a sort of Australian version of Huckleberry 
Finn starring the rugged Chips Rafferty and a kid named Colin 

Petersen, who’d one day become a Bee Gee, local hopefuls would 

get up on stage and mime to the hits of the day. Tommy Steele 

and Elvis were ripe for the imitating. Whoever and whatever 

was on the charts. 

Barry, Robin and Maurice were regulars at the Gaumont’s 

matinees. After another Saturday morning watching the usual 

rag-tag collection of performers, they agreed: ‘We can do better 

than this lot.’ Come next Saturday — it was now just after 

Christmas (probably 1957, though the brothers were never clear 

on the date) — the Gibbs would make their public debut. They 

christened themselves the Rattlesnakes.

At 10 a.m. they headed off to the Gaumont with a couple of 

mates in tow, clutching their prized collection of vinyl records, 

among them the Everly Brothers’ ‘Wake Up Little Susie’ and Paul 

Anka’s ‘I Love You Baby’. Their plan was pretty straightforward: 

crank up their favourite songs and sing along, karaoke style, 

imagining all the time that they were in their parents’ bedroom 

at home. What could go wrong?

Barry was in charge of the records; he also had his acoustic 
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guitar tucked under his arm. Understandably nervous, he raced 

up the steps of the theatre, stumbled, tripped and dropped 

the box of singles, smashing them into a thousand pieces. Crap. 

Barry turned to look at the others, fear in his eyes. ‘What do we 

do now?’

The show had to go on. But now they had to sing for real. 

Breathing deeply and shaking like leaves, the Gibbs stepped 

out in front of the rowdy gathering and harmonised their way 

through a song they knew inside out, the Mudlarks’ ‘Lollipop’, 

plus a couple of other favourites. The response wasn’t as awful 

as they’d imagined; in fact the Gaumont’s manager slipped them 

a shilling each and asked if they’d return next Saturday and do 

it all over again.

‘We just did what we did at home,’ Maurice recalled many 

years later, ‘and the kids loved it.’

Robin had once boasted to a friend, ‘We’re going to be rich 

one day, we’re going to form a band.’ It was little more than 

youthful bluster. But after the Gaumont performance, the 

brothers were walking home when Barry turned to Robin and 

Maurice. ‘We’re going to be really famous, you know.’ 

As always, Hugh was supportive, overwhelmingly so. Apart 

from their appearances at the Gaumont, Hugh found them 

another gig, singing at a Russell Street club, for which they were 

paid two shillings and sixpence each. Now that was impressive. 

Hugh backed them on the drums, then he smuggled them out 

the back door after a few songs. Kids weren’t allowed on licensed 

premises.

‘We thought, my goodness, they like us,’ recalled Barry. He 

wasn’t fooled, though: he realised that part of their appeal 

was their age; the toothy trio were just kids. Still, a pre-teen 

combo singing in three-part harmony was rare. ‘We were doing 

something no one had seen before,’ Barry said.
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More performances followed. Their act started to take some 

shape, as they harmonised their way through personal favourites 

and current hits, but they were stuck coming up with a name 

that worked. They ditched the ‘Rattlesnakes’, and were, briefl y, 

Wee Johnnie Hayes and the Bluecats, Barry re-christened as 

Johnnie Hayes. If Tommy Steele (aka Thomas Hicks) could 

change his name, why couldn’t he?

When not performing for an audience, Barry, Robin and 

Maurice would rehearse wherever they could fi nd a suitable 

space. A neighbour let them use her cellar; they also found a user-

friendly echo in the men’s toilet at the John Lewis department 

store. They liked the ambience there so much, in fact, that for 

the rest of their musical lives, the Gibbs preferred to rehearse 

and record in rooms that reminded them of that toilet. They’d 

ask each other, ‘Does it sound like John Lewis?’ 
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ANDREW ROY ‘ANDY’ GIBB WAS BORN ON 5 MARCH 1958, THE 

fi fth and fi nal Gibb child. Over time, Andrew would come to 

most physically resemble big brother Barry. He was the Gibbs’ 

other golden boy.

Soon after Andy was born, the family was on the move again. 

Hugh was still struggling to keep the good ship Gibb afl oat with 

work as hard to fi nd on the mainland as on the Isle of Man. And 

while the boys had moved on from their days of arson, they 

were still getting into trouble. Barry was linked to the theft of 

a toy pedal car. When an exasperated policeman arrived at the 

front door to have a ‘little chat’, he made a suggestion to Hugh 

and Barbara that resonated more strongly than he could have 

imagined: ‘There must be another country you can take these 

children to.’

Funnily enough, there was. When World War II ended in 

1945, the Australian government introduced what was known 

informally as the ‘Ten Pound Pom’ plan, designed to bump up 

the population and supply labour for the country’s booming 

industries. It was open to all British subjects. The price of entry 

was, funnily enough, ten quid, which subsidised the cost of travel. 

As an added bonus, kids travelled free. The Gibbs were among 

roughly one million immigrants who took advantage of this and 

similar schemes. Their fellow Ten Pound Poms included the 
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families of two future PMs – Julia Gillard and Tony Abbott – and 

businessman Alan Bond.

Hugh Gibb, admittedly, had been doing it tough up north, 

even spending time on the dole. ‘Work was pretty diffi cult for 

my dad to come up with in the late ’50s,’ said Robin, ‘and he 

needed a fresh start. He was still young enough to do that . . . So 

it was kind of a natural move.’

When Hugh broke the news to the rest of the family, they 

were by turns excited and confused. Australia? Where the heck 

was that? Neither Robin nor Barry had heard of the place. 

Maurice, however, had some background on their home-to-be; 

he knew a bit about the indigenous wildlife. He expected to step 

off the boat and fi nd kangaroos hopping down the city streets. 

Perhaps he’d caught a glimpse of Smiley when it screened at the 

Gaumont.

While kangaroos didn’t frequent the cities, Australia was still 

a bit of a backwater in the late 1950s. Long-time Prime Minister 

Robert ‘Bob’ Menzies ran the country like Little Britain, in eternal 

deference to Buckingham Palace. When Queen Elizabeth II 

undertook a royal tour of duty in 1954, Menzies couldn’t have 

been any gushier. ‘I did but see her passing by,’ he swooned in a 

newspaper editorial, quoting the poet Thomas Ford, ‘and yet I 

love her till I die.’ 

To most Ten Pound Poms, Australia’s culture and manners felt 

familiar, even if the climate was nothing like dark and gloomy 

Mother England. In 1958, smooth crooners Perry Como and 

Pat Boone were top of the pop charts Down Under, along with 

the Gibbs’ favourite group, the Everly Brothers. The only thing 

vaguely Australian to be heard was a quaint country ditty, ‘Pub 

With No Beer’, sung by a true-blue bushie named Slim Dusty. 

South Pacifi c and The Ten Commandments were packing them 

in at cinemas with Anglophilic names: the Tivoli, the Bijou, the 
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Regent. Even the place names felt familiar: Victoria, Queensland, 

Adelaide, Newcastle. Cricket was the summer sport of choice. It 

really was Little Britain.

In Sydney, a fast-living ex-pat American promoter named 

Lee Gordon imported international rock’n’rollers such as Buddy 

Holly and the Crickets, and Jerry Lee Lewis for shows at an old 

boxing barn at Rushcutters Bay known as Sydney Stadium. The 

only local rocker to gain real prominence at these ‘Big Shows’ 

was Johnny O’Keefe, who’d soon enough play a role in the world 

of the Gibbs. Local content across any form of entertainment was 

hard to come by: all things English or American were preferred.

The Gibbs commenced their fi ve-week journey to Oz in late 

July 1958, travelling in the third-class section of the Fairsea, 

taking in the Suez Canal and the Red Sea along the way. At every 

opportunity, Robin, Maurice and Barry – billed as ‘Barry and the 

Twins’ – would gather at one end of the boat, giving free shows 

for their fellow passengers, often outstaying their ‘off-decks’ 

curfew of 9 p.m. ‘We had a ball,’ said Maurice. 

Among their fellow passengers was a British kid, Redmond 

‘Red’ Symons, who’d one day undertake his own musical odyssey 

as guitarist and resident shit-stirrer in Melbourne shock-rock 

outfi t Skyhooks. When they weren’t singing, the Gibbs and 

Symons darted about the decks zapping passengers with water 

pistols.

The Gibbs reached Australia on 1 September, Barry’s 12th 

birthday, settling in suburban Redcliffe, on Moreton Bay about 

30 kilometres north-east of Brisbane. They were now in sub-

tropical Queensland, where the temperature rarely dipped 

below the high 20s. Now this was different. The locals couldn’t 

have known it of course, but the town’s most famous residents 
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had just arrived: Redcliffe would become known as a sacred 

place for the Bee Gees, home today to Bee Gees Way.

‘There were passionfruits in the streets and banana trees in 

everybody’s garden,’ Robin marvelled. 

In Redcliffe, water didn’t freeze in the taps and kids didn’t 

risk frostbite going to school. The boys wore khaki shorts and no 

shoes, and swam off the dock at Deception Bay every morning — 

Mo included, who’d clearly gotten over his near-drowning back 

on the Isle of Man. Redcliffe wasn’t sophisticated — Brisbane 

was really not much more than a big country town — but to 

this family of Brits it felt like paradise. Barry was fascinated by 

blue-tongue lizards; he’d never seen anything like them before.

‘I was a stranger in a strange land,’ Barry wrote in 1999. ‘We 

came to [Redcliffe] without any real idea of where we were 

going . . . and we found ourselves here in paradise . . .  Johnny 

O’Keefe was singing “Shout” on the radio, Col Joye was singing 

“Bye Bye Baby” and Johnny Cash was singing “[Ballad of a] 

Teenage Queen”.’ 

Anything seemed possible for the Gibbs.

Hugh found work as a ‘bush photographer’, shooting family 

portraits in some of the more far-fl ung Brisbane suburbs. His 

8mm fi lm camera also came in handy for home movies, often 

with Maurice directing. (Some of these Gibb fl icks still exist 

today.) Hugh also did some work for the local Scarborough 

council. The children, still thrilled by endless days of sunshine, 

enrolled at Scarborough State School.

Brisbane’s 4KQ was one of many Australian radio stations of the 

era to host a New Faces-type program, simply called Talent Quest. 
TV hadn’t even hit Queensland yet so radio was still the dominant 

medium. Talent Quest is where the trio, now simply called the 
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Gibb Brothers, made their bittersweet Australian debut. They 

didn’t win, and this stung Barry, because he referred to it with 

regret in his 1999 letter, a big-hearted valentine to Redcliffe. 

But they’d soon make a far more important breakthrough at the 

nearby Redcliffe Speedway.

Barry and a buddy named Ken Griggs would go to Redcliffe 

Speedway every Saturday, not so much to watch the races — 

neither Barry nor his brothers really fit the Aussie sporting 

stereotype — but to sell soft drinks to raise a little extra cash. 

As he walked through the crowd, a case of drinks strapped 

around his shoulders, Barry noticed that there were lengthy 

gaps between the races, with little in the way of entertainment 

or other distractions. He enticed the twins to come along to the 

speedway; they set up a makeshift stage under the grandstand 

and sang whenever the roar of the cars died down for any fair 

length of time. Passers-by didn’t know what to make of the buck-

toothed twins and the gangly 12-year-old with a guitar.

One typically lively Saturday night, a driver approached 

28-year-old Bill Goode, who managed the speedway, and told 

him there were three kids who wanted to sing at interval in 

what was called a ‘coin drop’ — the crowd would throw loose 

change onto the track to thank the boys for their singing as 

they crooned from the back of a truck. These were the same 

three kids, of course, who’d already been singing on their 

makeshift stage — but it was the fi rst time Goode knew anything 

about it.

The idea sounded just fi ne to Goode; he was up for anything 

to keep the crowd occupied. Come interval time, Goode was 

as preoccupied as ever when he heard voices wafting up from 

the direction of the pits, coming through the dodgy old Tannoy 

speaker that passed as the speedway’s PA system. Goode couldn’t 

see the Gibbs, he had no idea of their age, and he didn’t actually 
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get to see them do their fi rst circuit of the track, collecting coins 

as they went, but he was hugely impressed by what he heard.

Forty years later, performing at Redcliffe still resonated with 

Barry Gibb. ‘The smell of the oil, the noise and the atmosphere 

was incredible.’

Bill Goode leapt into action. ‘Where did you fi nd these kids?’ 

he asked the driver who’d fi rst suggested the idea. The driver told 

Goode that they were locals who lived close to the Speedway. 

Goode knocked at the door of the Gibbs’ house in Oxley 

Avenue. ‘Are you the kids I heard singing the other night?’ he 

asked the boys. They said they were and invited him inside.

Goode had a look around the brothers’ music room. Apart 

from his beaten-up guitar, Barry had fashioned a rough instrument 

out of a tea chest and some fi shing line; the twins fi ddled about 

with a timber fruit case and a single drum. OK, so they needed 

some real equipment — but it was their voices that interested 

Goode. ‘I’ve come down to listen to you,’ Goode said, ‘so that I 

can work out whether I think you’re future talent or not.’

Barry, always the big brother and leader of the pack, stepped 

forward. ‘What would you like to hear?’ he asked. ‘One of the 

songs we’ve written?’

Goode didn’t expect this. They wrote songs, too? ‘How many 

have you written?’ he asked.

‘Oh, about 180,’ Barry replied.

Goode was gobsmacked. 

The boys started to sing, and for the second time Goode was 

spellbound. He’d never heard voices this good. And original 

songs, too? Amazing. 

‘Barry was mature beyond his years,’ Goode said in a 2013 

ABC interview. ‘[He was] well spoken and kept the other two 

pretty much under control . . . Barry was determined, I think, to 

make sure they got somewhere.’
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Goode called ‘Swinging’ Bill Gates, who worked at radio 

station 4BH. Goode placed ads with Gates; the DJ sometimes 

drove cars at Goode’s speedway. ‘You’ve got to hear these kids,’ 

Goode told Gates. ‘They’re incredible.’

Gates had the same response as his friend. The pair agreed 

to promote the brothers as hard as they possibly could through 

the radio station. ‘So what’s their group called?’ Gates asked. 

Good question.

The Gibbs had already worked through a few dodgy names: 

the Rattlesnakes, Wee Johnny Hayes and the Bluecoats. But they 

needed something a bit more authentic, less jokey. After a little 

toing and froing, Goode and Gates came up with an idea: why 

not the BGs? Goode, Gates and Barry Gibb all shared the initials; 

Barbara Gibb was yet another BG. Clearly this was a good omen. 

There seemed to be a hell of a lot of Bs and Gs in their world 

right now. 

When Goode again caught up with the boys, the name was 

settled upon, with one slight tweak: the BGs became the Bee 

Gees. Perfect.

Goode met Hugh Gibb, and learned that the family was 

broke. Hugh was now trying his hand as a travelling salesman, 

fl ogging brooms, but without much luck. 

Andy was just a baby, barely one year old. The Gibbs really 

needed some good fortune. Perhaps the boys’ musical talent 

could generate some income, Hugh suggested to Goode. ‘What 

do you think?’ Goode drew up a rough contract and came 

onboard as the Bee Gees’ fi rst manager. Hugh agreed to start 

looking for pub and club gigs for the brothers, while the boys 

continued to perform at the speedway, sometimes bringing home 

as much as three quid — not a bad day’s work.

Goode was hoping that the boys’ music would get the right 

exposure on Gates’ Sunday radio show, Midday Platter Chatter. 
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Keith Fowle, a local producer, agreed to help the brothers in the 

4BH studio, where they worked with a three-piece band. The 

Bee Gees cut six of Barry’s original songs at 4BH; these included 

‘Let Me Love You’, which they’d already played at the Speedway, 

plus ‘Twenty Miles to Blueland’ and ‘The Echo of Your Love’. 

All great in theory, but having their music heard all over 

Australia was harder than any of them could have imagined, and 

this would remain a problem until the mid-’60s.

Still, Gates played the hell out of the only pressing of the 

record, and talked it up to anyone who’d listen, including 

infl uential Sydney DJ Bob Rogers, who also took a shine to 

the Bee Gees. And with the introduction of TV to Brisbane in 

1959, producers were constantly on the lookout for local, cheap 

talent. In March 1960, the Bee Gees made their TV debut on 

ABC Brisbane’s Anything Goes. Maurice and Robin sang while 

standing on boxes, so the height difference between the twins 

and big brother Barry wasn’t so pronounced.

This led to a weekly show, broadcast live on Friday nights in 

Brisbane, The BGs’ Half Hour. The brothers took time off school 

every Friday to fi lm the program. The Gibb brothers have never 

been shy when it comes to embellishing a good story, and Barry 

insisted that the ‘Children’s Welfare Department’ contrived to 

end the show. ‘They did not consider we were old enough to do 

this kind of work.’ The BGs’ Half Hour was cut back to monthly 

and eventually killed off altogether. Still, it was hardly the end 

of their early TV career — anything but. BTQ 7’s Desmond 

Tester, an ex-pat Pom himself and one of the best-known TV 

personalities of the era, hyped the Bee Gees on shows he hosted 

such as Cottee’s Happy Hour. 
The Gibbs were one of 14 acts on the bill of another of Tester’s 

shows, Strictly for Moderns, which screened in 1960. Their co-

stars included singers Kerry Lyons and Jill McInnes, along with 
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comics and dancers, while Don Burrows blew a civilised sax as 

a member of Joe Loufer’s Swingtet. It was all frightfully earnest, 

early Aussie TV at its starchiest.

During a jukebox jury segment, while the small studio 

audience was being asked to pass judgment on the Safaris’ song 

‘Image of a Girl’, Barry, Robin and Maurice sat anxiously in the 

front row, looking on. They were decked out in matching outfi ts: 

zippered cardigans, pants and ties. Barry had his acoustic guitar 

rakishly slung over his shoulder, trying desperately to look cool. 

Or close to cool.

Tester then invited them on stage. Barry set himself stage 

right, Robin in the centre, Mo to his left. The boys looked sharp 

enough in their bespoke outfi ts and fl ashing their toothy smiles, 

as they fi nger-clicked their way through Barry’s ‘Time is Passing 

By’, a particularly mature refl ection on a relationship from a kid 

barely into his teens whose voice had barely broken. It was a 

sort-of country/sort-of pop ballad with a hint of Everly Brothers 

harmony. The audience responded politely. Unlike many of the 

others on the show, the brothers seemed reasonably assured, if 

frightfully serious. ‘It was great experience because you were on 

the spot,’ Barry told British talk show guru Michael Parkinson 

in 1981. ‘Nothing was pre-recorded. You picked up your guitar 

and you went on and you played and you sang.’

Hugh, meanwhile, found his three sons work in local pubs and 

clubs, some of these venues setting new standards in dodginess. 

Because the boys were under-age, they’d be whisked in through 

a rear door — and then they’d usually confront a rowdy, boozy 

gathering with little idea about what to make of three squeaky 

cleans in matching waistcoats with the letters BG emblazoned 

on their lapels.
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One night, Hugh found them work in a club without a roof. 

The brothers worked through their usual routine, which now 

included a bit of a comedy act, Robin delivering the punchlines 

and Mo sporting a tie that ‘levitated’ — ‘like an erection’, 

according to Barry — and a setlist featuring such English novelty 

chestnuts as ‘Does Your Chewing Gum Lose its Flavour (on the 

Bedpost Overnight)?’ and ‘My Old Man’s a Dustman’, along 

with a few Mills Brothers tunes and the odd Barry original such 

as ‘The Echo of Your Love’. 

As they sang, rain came ‘pissing down’, Barry recalled, and 

drenched the Gibbs. The few punters in the room didn’t mind; 

they just kept drinking. Then a fi ght broke out, forcing the 

brothers to take a few steps back from the front of the stage, 

for fear of copping a fl ying chair or a random fi st. All the while, 

teetotaller Hugh stood nearby, encouraging the boys to keep 

on smiling through the mayhem. Just another night in Aussie 

clubland. 

As educations go, this apprenticeship was hard to top: what 

audience could possibly be more demanding than drunken, 

rowdy shearers and sailors? 

Hugh may have tried his best to shelter the boys from the 

rough ’n’ tumble of Queensland nightlife, but sometimes they 

found their own mischief. Mo insisted that he lost his virginity 

to a showgirl backstage somewhere in Nowheresville, Australia, 

at the ripe old age of nine. It was surely a bit of myth-making 

by Maurice — nine? — but it’s clear they were exposed to some 

craziness as they played the far-fl ung clubs and pubs. In another 

discussion of these eye-opening times, Mo altered the script 

slightly: this time it was a stripper, he was 11, and they merely 

shared a dressing room, which was juicy enough for any kid. 

‘We had a great childhood,’ smirked Mo.

Group leader Barry found romance, of sorts, with someone 
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more his own age. In August 1960, during a gig at Brisbane’s 

Woolloongabba Town Hall, he spotted Ann Blackmore sitting 

near the stage, sharing a table with her date for the night. 

When the brothers broke for interval, and Ann’s date excused 

himself briefl y, Barry headed straight for the pretty young girl, 

just as his father had done with his mother all those years ago 

in Manchester. ‘Mind if I join you?’ Barry asked, easing himself 

into a seat. 

For the next 20 or so minutes, Barry fi lled Ann in on where 

the Bee Gees had been — and where they were headed. The two 

even managed a quick twirl round the dance fl oor before Ann’s 

date returned and Barry got back to work. 

The two were close for the next couple of years; she’d visit 

him and the family at their suburban home, where they’d set 

up a makeshift studio in a space under the house. Baby Andy 

would settle into Ann’s lap as Barry led Mo and Robin through 

his latest tunes, ever the bandleader and big brother. Little did 

Ann Blackmore know it, but she had a front row seat to pop 

music history.


